Mixed conditionals (combined) - exercise 4


Exercise 4

Complete the mixed conditionals with the verbs in brackets.

I didn't invite them for dinner. But I .............................................................. if I was a good cook. (not hesitate)

If we had bought a good map, we ........................................ in the middle of nowhere now. (not be)

If I wasn't afraid of flying, I ............................................................. you in California a long time ago. (visit)

I'd have my driving licence if I ................................................. at the traffic lights. (stop)

If you had sold your business, you ........................................... life now. (can enjoy)

If I were you, I ......................................................... the job after the pay drop. (quit)

I'd be a happy man if I ........................................................ Marion when we were young. (marry)

If we didn't trust them, we ............................................................... them to stay with us last summer. (not ask)

He'd study at university if he .................................................... the entrance exam. But he didn't. (pass)

Tina's French is quite weak. She would have helped you in Paris if her French ...................... better. (be)